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Six student government
representatives and three staff
members yesterday voiced their
suggestionsandgrievances in the
first steps toward solving S.U.s
parking problems.
By next Tuesday,student and
visitor parking permits will be
required for admittance to cam-
pus. Seven sets of colored
visiting permits will be chosen
each day to avoid unauthorized
use of the permit.
A SURVEY of 50commuting
students was taken by Mauna
Arnzen,student senator, yester-
day which determined that
travelers felt the Twelfth Street
parking lot was inadequate and
were in favor of towing un-
authorized vehicles.
Johnny Marlow, plant
manager,hopedthat the Univer-
sity would not have to resort to
towing. "I'd rather give a three
dollar fine than tow the car," he
said.
Lorien Wendt, assistant to
Marlow, pointed out that
students don't realize that the
parkingmeter in the lower lot by
Campion Tower is no longer in
effect. Students are no longer
charged for parking near the
meters in that lot.
IT WAS suggested that stu-
dent vehicles be givenan assign-
ed space and sticker with a cor-
responding number. At noon
yesterday, faculty members had
been given numbered stalls.
MARLOW HAS looked into
the possibility of buying two
chunks of land for the needed
parking spaces. Oneof the areas
would cost $70,000 and handle
100 cars and the other area
Car crunch impacts
S.U. staff, students
Discontinuation of the offices
and titles of provost of the Uni-
versity and director of student
administrative services was an-
nounced by William J. Sullivan,
S.J., S.U. president, recently.
Originally established in July
1975 by former S.U. President
Edmund G. Ryan, S.J., the
provost's office had, according
to Sullivan, three basic func-
tions: coordination of the
academic and student life areas,
programdevelopment,andlong-
range planning.
DR. GEORGE PIERCE,
formerly assistant to the provost
and director of student ad-
ministrative services, is now ser-
ving asassistant to the president
lor planning. Pierce is involved
in the sameplanning activities as
he was while assistant to the
provost,but will no longerhave
the responsibilities of student
administrative services director.
To replace the functions of
director of student ad-
ministrative services, which
Pierce has served as since spring
of 1976. the lour student admin-
istrative offices of admissions,
career planning and placement,
financial aid. and the registrar
will report to a vice-president
related to each area.
"The advantageof a director
of student administrative serv-
ices is that those lour offices (for
student administration) were all
in coordination with one
by Teresa Wippel another, theyall reported to the
same person (Pierce) so hecould
coordinate them," Sullivan said.
"Frankly,Ithink that wasa good
system, but again this arrange-
ment is just oneof the prices that
has to be paid for an ad-
ministrative savings."
SULLIVAN SAID the
appearance of administrativeex-
penses "which we can do
without" was "the most signifi-
cant factor in the decision to
discontinue those offices." Sul-
livan valued the budget savings
at about S100.000.
Another important factor in
eliminating the offices was the
large demand placed on Pierces
time while acting in the two
positions.
"In the situation that he's
(Pierce) been in ever since last
May where he had a number of
responsibilities plus working as
director of student ad-
ministrative services,theconcern
was that he has to have time to
work on the planning process,"
Sullivan said, "and that if he's
got 1.1 other things to do. then
that is going to suffer."
WHKN ASKKD if the drop-
ping of the two offices meant re-
evaluation andpossible elimina-
tion of other University
positions, Sullivan said, "We
don't want to keep anything in
the budget that we feel we really
don't have to have.On theother
hand, I want to say that I'm
willing to put money into those
by Cheryl L.Meade
Mary stared at the bulletin board while
impatiently waiting for the elevator to come
down to the lobby.Anadcaught her eye that
said, in part, "School Year Jobs: The WEAI
student assistance program is interviewing
now to fill a significant number of part-time
openings. . .Earn up to $4.66 perhour . . .
Hours are very flexible...So, inquire now
...8 a.m. to 5 p.m. . . . 226-4363 or 783-
8700 . . ."
A dorm-dwelling student was overheard
saying,"Hmmm, soundslikea rip-off tome."
Another remarked, "I'll bet it's a hoax.
Someone ought to find out about this 'job.'"
MICK RICHARDS, the localmanager of
a company that sells Cutco Cutlery, is in
charge of these ad displays. According to
Richards, the ad interested about 100 jobless
people in the Seattle area who were inter-
viewed and hired.
If people tried to phone in last Friday to
set up an interview appointment, they were
out of luck. Thursday was the last day for
interviews and Friday was the first day of a
salesmanship training seminar. Interview ap-
pointments were arranged for twoweeksprior
to this deadline. However, the advertisements
were still posted as of yesterday.
The job entails selling knives and other
related kitchen tools, demonstrating in the
home and writing orders. The employee has
his choice of being paidona commission or a
set rate of $4.66 per hour. Cutco Cutlery is
madeby Wear-Ever Aluminum,Inc.(WEAI),
a division of the Alcoa Company.
"MOST STUDENTSchoose thecommis-
sion program because they can make more
money that way," Richards said. "Its an
incentive-type selling job."
The cutlery salesmen stay in the general
Seattle area. Most of the employees are
students who need flexible work hours that
can be arranged around their class hours,
Richards said.
Are thereany employeesattending S.U.?
"I'm sure we've trained S.U. students,but
since the trainingseminar just gotover,Idon't
have that information at my finger tips,"
Richards said.
THE ADVERTISEMENTS were tacked
up without an o.k. from the Career Planning
and Placement Office. Since the Cutco
Cutlery Company did not go through the
proper channels for advertisement approval,
Susan Hunter, director of the office, voiced
strong objections when she learned of its
actions.
"It's not fair to hang 'job carrots' in front
of peopleandnot let them know what'sgoing
on," she said. "For the students' protection
and the best interests ofpeople who post job
outlets, company representatives should
come over to the office to tell us what theyare
doing so we can underwrite their effort.
"We'll support them if they are good. If
they are a put-on, we hope to sense that and
prevent students from being misled and
wasting their time.
"We see ourselves as a 'clearinghouse' for
student opportunities," Hunter continued."If
we can endorse the company, we'll put a
stamp of approval onit (the ad) to show that
the ad hasn't just dropped out of the blue."
COLLEGE-AGE students were seen
posting the ads around campus. Why didn't
the cutlery company explain their intentions
to the career office?
"Wedidn't know there wasa place wehad
to check the ads in," Richards said.
"We can do a better job of supporting (a
company) if we know what theyare," Hunter
said. "It will hurt the advertiser if we don't
know what's going on. It would be super if
people would come through us first."
ANALYZING the Cutco Company's ac-
tivities.Hunter said,"It's a bonafide job,but
the way it was handled . . ."
Interviews for the cutlery-selling job will
resume Nov. 1.
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No benefits for
retired S.U. staff
faculty and administration ona
contributory basis," Dillon said.
A contributory basis means the
University matches a percentage
amount of money put into a
fund by the employee.
S.U. policy at this time states
that at 65 an employee is ter-
minated. After 65 years ofagea
personmay filea letter to stayon
the job for another year. The
letter is subject to approval by
thepresidentof the Universityon
a yearly basis.
"S.U. HAS never been very
strict in the termination of
employment at 65," Dillon said.
Employees are annuallyreview-
ed when over 65and factors such
as job description and health
determine length ofstay past the
age of 65, according to Dillon.
Option to write a letter for
permission tostayonthe Univer-
sity payroll is the onlybenefit for
the staff and professional
employeesover 65 years of age,
Dillon said.
"No retirement benefits are
available for S.U. staff and
professionals, such as
secretaries, bookkeepers,clerks,
mailroom personnel, financial
aid and admissions counselors,"
Anna Dillon, director of non-
academic personnel, said.
S.U. does not have a program
for these employees (staff and
professionals) who are on
monthly salaries and contracts
respectively. The onlyoption for
the non-academic staff member
is the non-contributorybasis of
setting aside one's own retire-
ment money.
DILLON said the reason for
not having retirement benefits
was that it is something too
expensive for the budget. The
lack of a retirement plan is ul-
timately in the hands of the
board of trustees who allot
money for the S.U. budget.
"Retirement benefits are not
extendedat this time to staff and
professionals. Benefits are for
offices or areas where we can
demonstrate that we're un-
derstaffed.
"So, if we can save money in
one area for things that wedon't
absolutelyhave to have, that's a
plus," Sullivan said. "I don't
want to goaround cuttingout so
manypositions from everyoffice
because you mayend up damag-
ing yourself very seriously."
Sullivan said he hadstated last
spring that a decision regarding
the status of the provost's office
would be made one way or the
other by Jan. I. "I came to a
decision within the last monthor
so.soIdecided Imight as wellgo
ahead with it."
Job offers jab campus
would provide50 spacesfor $ 17,-
000.
"Obviously the University
can't affort that,"Marlow saidof
the land's expense, "so we'll try
to go for a grant (from the
state)."
He suggested the lots the Un-
iversity has now should be
realigned. Spaces are about 10
feet wide and can be reduced to
seven feet because more cars are
built smaller. If this plan is im-
plemented, Marlow suggested
that an areaat the end of the lot
could be utilized by twoor three
compact cars.
Joe Straus,first vice president,
suggested that a pedestrian en-
trance to the school be made on
the east side of the parking lot if
S.U. takes over this potential
parking area.
Past committees for solving
parking problems have proposed
that an "impounding-in-place"
device be purchased, but
dropped the idea because it was
too costly. The mechanism locks
into the drive shaft so that thecar
is unable to move.
Oneof thereasons for thelack
of parkingspacesis that there is a
50 percent increase in the
amount of traffic on this campus,
according to Eric Weightman,
head security guard. There are
many more visitors and func-
tions on campus than there has
been in the past, Weightman
said.
notice
Deadline for student teaching
applications for winter
quarter is Nov. I, 1976. Sign
up in Pigott 551.
othersavailable to S.U.students.
The university allocates this
money.
4. ELS currently has 18 centers
in the U.S.
5. ELS is inits4thyearatSeattle
University.
6. The monthly Special
Welcome Dinner is planned and
put-onby the Campion R.A.s,a
mostdedicated,helpfuland con-
cerned group.
I would also like to thank
Colleen Rahill for her careful
and considerate attention to
detail in her article in the same
issue. As always,ELSextendsan
open invitation to anyone in-
terested to pay us a visit.
Richard K. Grimes
Director
full employment financed by the
national government, but
Jimmmmmy . . . how will you
(excuse me, WE) pay for it?
What? A balanced budget too?
Great! Itappears myproblem of
understanding his platform is
very similar to the difficulties I
had with high school math
because Inever fully understood
then either how one side of an
equation equaled the other.
On a more acceptable level.
President Ford wants tosee cuts
in both federal spending and
taxation, coupled with the
predicted expansion of the
national economytomakepossi-
ble a balanced budget by 1979.
Fact: the Federal Government
now spends $39.6 billion for
interest on our national debt—
$700 million more than is
presently being spent by the
government for health service.
THK REPUBLICAN Party
has been labeled the party of
business and special interest. I
will not consider the American
voter to be so naive as to blindly
accept this foolish rhetoric and
forget to realize that business
alone is the fundamental source
ofall jobs, therefore all personal
income and taxes.
President Ford, in speeches
and actions as a congressman
and now as president, has
demonstrated asensitivity to the
needs of our society. But a leader
must be attuned to reality and
the limits reality imposes upon
us. He cares and does act on
behalf of the poor, but as presi-
dent he must remember our
financial limits.
A Southerner oncesaid at the
conclusion of the Civil War,
"The South shall rise again."
Today, in the midst of a heated
campaign, the South, behind
Carter, is rising analagous to a
loaf of bread filled with the hot
air of debased campaign
promises.
When theair cools and leaves
a cold deflated mass of starch,
will we have been fooled or will
we maintain our faith in our
president whosaid,"Trust is not
beingall things to allpeople,but
being the same thing to all peo-
ple."
Sullivan jets
to Israel soon
William J.Sullivan,S.J.,S.U.
president,has been invitedby the
Consul General of Israel to tour
the higher education system in
Israel from Oct. 25-Nov. 5 as a
guest of the Israeli government.
"I think it's going to be ex-
tremely interesting," Sullivan
said, "both to see their
educational system and to get a
chance to visit the Holy Land,
too."
Dunn;
''
Mour, Sullivan and
other uni '""'dents from
the Pacific .-. it v ill meet
with the presidei. »f the seven
universities in Ism. \amining
the country's systci.. of higher
education in detail.
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To the editor:
Unlike the typical rudeness of
many S.U. administrative and
personnelemployees,aside from
the doubt and credibility shown
toward students attempting to
cash a check in the S.U.
bookstore or checking out a
book from the Lemieux Library,
and away from the usual dis-
courtesyof S.U.students "super-
vision" orientation of each
quarter,theS.U.mailroomwasa
constant guaranteeof a friendly
hello and human consideration.
Like many of the readers of
last week's Spectator,1 wasvery
surprised to learn about the
retirement of Dorothy Wippel.
Dorothy was an integral part of
the campus and provided con-
sideration, thoughtfullness, con-
cern,andenthusiasm tostudents
and faculty members.
Ispeak for myself when 1say it
is always apleasure to visit with
Dorothy as she takes a few
minutes away from her pressing
job to ask howschool isandhow
Iam feeling as a person. 1 am
sure many students and faculty
share in these same feelings
about Dorothy. She served a
very important role during my
education at Seattle University
surprised
This sign, however, was not
made by Roxanne Abajian.
ASSU officers removed thesigns
soonafter theyhad been posted.
Concerning the ASSU senate
resolution,again some clarifica-
tion is needed. An agenda of
issues to be discussed at the
Mondayevening senatemeeting
is published Monday afternoon.
Both Tim Brown and Joanne
McKay have access to that agen-
da. The resolution in question
was slated for discussion. If
either Tim or Joanne had been
concerned, theycould have been
present to express their views.
Nothing was done behind their
backs, as implied.
Iappreciate theopportunity to
expressmy viewsconcerningthis
"conflict."
Sincerely,
Tod Smith
senator
To the editor:
Iwish to respond to thearticle
by Chris Bierman in the October
14 issue of The Spectator.Since
weare dedicated to providingas
effective a language/culture lear-
ning experience as possible I
wish to makethe followingcom-
ments:
1. Most ELS students are sup-
porting themselves in the U.S.
and have specifically not only
chosen ELS as where they want
to study, but have specified the
Seattle ELSCenter for their visa.
Government sponsored students
are usuallysent where they want
to go as well.
2. Janet Berken is Director of
International Student Services
for Seattle University.
3. While Mr. Brown's letter,ad-
dressed to ELS Students, was
not anapology, it did clarify the
ASSU position. For general in-
formation, the$10.00 permonth
Student Activity Fee paid by
ELSstudents is intended for use
of facilities or attendance at ac-
tivities by ELS students, in-
cluding the Connolly Center,
library, health service and all
respond
and set forth an exampleof true
Christian charity.
We all face the dayof retire-
ment as wecontinue toage.Yet,
does this process of retirement,
feeling of inadequacy, and
dehumanization confront
members of religious vocations
such as in the priesthood?1 hope
we are fortunate toplan for that
day of retirement rather than
suffer the shock of a one day's
notice from the administrative
employer.
We must not forget the
emotions and human quality of
each other regardless of age and
strive to accept, respect, and
honor each person as an equal
human being.
Thank you,Dorothy,for your
constant kindness and con-
sideration,and especially lorbe-
ing the beautiful personyou are.
Dan Combo, s.n.
School of Nursing
To the editor:
Concerning the article,
"Conflict Erupts Over S.U.
Dance," published in last week's
Spectator, some misleading
statements were made which
need clarification.
Tim Brown opens the article
with the statement, "Ihaveyet to
hear from one person turned
away from the dance." To my
knowledge,no ELS student who
was turned away has gone and
spoken with any ASSU officer.
However,it has been brought to
Mr. Brown'sattention numerous
times that ELS students were
turned away, and they were
confused andinsulted asaresult.
ELS students lack understan-
dingof our student government
and its functions, and thus can-
not be expected to go to the
ASSU office with their com-
plaint. Have any ASSU officers
made an attempt to personally
communicate with ELSstudents
concerning the subject?
The article continues by
attempting to place the blame on
Roxanne Abajian for puttingup
signs. Isee this asanattempt to
avoid the true issue: turning
away ELS students from the
dance. However, since Mr.
Brown introduced the subject,a
few omitted facts need to be
revealed.
Campion Tower is an S.U.
dorm, and as such should have
had publicity posted concerning
the dance. ASSU neglectedto do
this.Thus Roxanne Abajian, as
an Associated Seattle University
student and resident assistant in
Campion Tower, took it upon
herself toinform residents about
the dance. She only expressed
what she felt was the policy of
S.U. to welcome all students to
our functions.
Mr. Brown states that signs
were placed ". ..all over Cam-
pion inviting ELS students." A
gross exaggeration. Three signs
were made on Bxll sheets of
paper. Two signs gave informa-
tion about the dance and
welcomed all.
A thirdsignincluded thestate-
ment "ELS Students Invited."
misleading
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Editorial
To Parks or
not to park
We may be misinterpreting themessage, but it seems that
some S.U.students would like Dr. Virginia Parks to park her
car off the campus mall.
Letters have been written, sarcastic signs have been
painted onthe mallasphalt infront ofher "parkinglot"andthe
air has been letout of her tires. Still,shecontinues topark on
the mall.
THE ADMINISTRATION'S recognition of student
agitation is touching. Its only responsehas been to have the
message painted on the mall blacked out so that it cannot be
read.
Let us spell out the problem for blind administrators: The
students object to Parks parking on the mall because she
contends there is no parking problem on campus. Of course
there isn't— if youpark on the mall. So we suggest that Parks
park in the parking lot, like everyone else, and discover
whether or not there is a problem.
Is it really too far to walk from the parking lot? Is it too
crowded to park in the parking lot?Orare we toostubborn to
move our car?
Opinion
Ford healed U.S. wounds
relations should follow?
The fact remains that no na-
tion would,in themidst of inter-
national diplomacy, share itsin-
formation with the general
public toallow our deliberation.
Instead, Ford, through his per-
sonal dealings with the Free
World leaders, demonstrated
leadership in a time ofdespair by
reaffirming our commitment to
them, thereby regaining their
respect.
President Ford supports a
national health plan which
protects the needy from
catastrophic casesand maintains
the reliance upon private in-
surance plans. This would avoid
undermining the private in-
surance companies. Carter,
however, feels everyone should
be covered,rich andpoor.
DOESHE realize,as does the
Rand Corporation and Tufts
University Medical School, that
such aprogram will costa family
earning $15,000 between $560
and $850 annually? It took this
nation 186 years, from 1776 to
1962, to reach its first $100
billion budget.
In 1977 the budget willbeover ,
$400 billion. At this rate the
office of management and
budget states our national
budget will top $500 billion
within only TWO years!
Jimmy Carter promises
National Health Insurance and
by Richard Morse
President Ford came into of-
fice after being ratified by a
Congress dominated by the
Democrats because he wasaman
they had worked with and
trusted to bind the nation's ills.
The fall of Vietnam, Watergate
and a saggingeconomy were the
wounds he faced
— and bind
these wounds he did, as in the
instance of the much-debated
Nixon pardon.
Jimmy Carter has gained
much regognition for being a
man of compassion, a man not
willing to "judge"others'lustfull
tendencies. Yet, where is this
man's willingness to allow for
human error of a beaten and
disgraced man, Richard Nixon?
It's back there, somewhere on
that long campaign trailcast by
the wayside in the face of
political pragmatism.
WHY DOES his sense of
justice demand that we should
still be arguingabout the typeof
punishment to inflict on former
President Nixon? Is this
Southern hospitality?
Mr. Carter has stated that he
willinvite the American public to
participate in formulating pur
foreignpolicy.Does he think'it is
realistic to imagine that the "guy
on the street" cares to, or is
capable of, making a
knowledgeable decision on the
course our international
Letters to the editor
To the editor:
Seeing student bodyupset last
week over the firingof Dorothy
Wippel made me proud to be a
part of it.
Seeing the students pull
together for a"right"causemade
me proud that we have ethics.
Seeing themajority ofthe faculty
upset over the administration's
decision made me proud that
they are teaching me.
SeeingDorothy Wippel strong
in the face of unChristian ethics
made me proud.
Seeing Seattle University
made Dorothy Wippel proud,
once.
Chris Tobey
proud
READING SKILLS
specialist Dennis Konshak con-
cludedthe workshopwith howto
study a textbook. He suggests
using the SQ3R method
survey,question,read,recite and
review.
Konshak said to survey, look
over thematerial. Read the titles,
the subtitles, and the first and
last paragraph of each chapter.
Look at the questions at theend
of the chapter or make up your
ov\n.
Then read the material, recite
it and review. "II you can't write
a briefsummary of what youjust
read, said Konshak, "then you
really haven't learned it."
African origins traced by 'Roots' author Haley
Ihe Spectator Thursday.October 21. 1970 3
he was captured. That small
detail and the few phonetic
sounds would later prove to be
crucially important in Haley's
search.
Haleyfirst came uponthe idea
for "Roots" after finishing "The
Autobiography of Malcom X,"
which he ghost-wrote.
He checked out some old
records at theNational Archives,
and then spoke with the last
surviving relative who told the
story on the front porch of his
childhood. Cousin Georgia.She
told him the story again.
"SHE TALKED about my
relatives, not as if they were
dead, but as if they had walked
off-stage. They're watchin' you
boy;do what youhave todo,'she
said."
Haley felt he hada mission to
write the book.
With linguistic experts he
tracked down the region of
Africa where his ancestor's
native tongue originated. He
then arranged a safari into a
townwhichbore the family name
"Kin-tay."
AT THEVILLAGE he learn-
ed that the oral tradition of his
catching)ever existed onthe face
of the earth," Haleysaid.
THE AFRICAN chose the
foot and it was loppedoff at the
arch.
This incident turned out to be
a blessing for the continuity of
Haley's family. Slave families
were usually broken up when
members were sold,but because
of the African's limited mobility,
he was kept on one plantation
where he attempted to preserve
his family unity.
"He would take hislittlegirl by
the hand an go around theplan-
tation pointingto naturalobjects
and naming them in his native
Alex Haley
tongue. Like anychild,she learn-
ed these strange phonetic
sounds."
A guitar he named "Ko." The
river he called "Kamby
Bolongo." His master had given
him the name "Tobey," but he
insisted that the otherslaves call
him "Kin-tay."
AN ANGLICIZED name "is
something common to all black
Americans," Haley said. "It was
the start of the dehumanization
of a man and of a mass of
people."
Kin-tay also told of how he
had been chopping wood when
"I have become obviously
obsessed. Youhave tobe obsess-
ed to writeabook likethis,"said
Alex Haley,authorof"Roots,"a
recently published book tracing
the African origins of Haley's
family.
Speaking before a near-
capacity crowd at Highline High
School in Burien Tuesday even-
ing. Haley told the long and
captivating story of his twelve-
yeargenealogicaldetective work,
tracking down his original
African slave ancestors from an
obscure family story and a few
native words.
HALEY FIRST heard the
story as a child on the front
porch of his grandmother's
home.
"Theytold essentially the same
storyoverand over again in bits,
pieces and patches," he said.
It was the story of anAfrican
who had escaped three times.
IIk- fourth timehe wascaptured
by professional slave catchers
who,to make anexample of him,
offered him the choice ofcastra-
tion or having a foot cut off.
"Iam convinced that never a
more bestial profession (slave-
by Joseph Guppy relatives had a solid
loundation
in Africa. He met an old man
known as a "greot."
"The greots are walking
archives." Haleysaid. "Theycan
tell the whole story of the tribe
sometimes as far back as two
hundred years. They can speak
for three days without repeating
themselves."
At the villageHaley had what
he considers the "peak ex-
perience" of his life. About
seventy villagers flocked around
him and stared intently at him.
"I had never been in agroup
before where everybody but me
was jet Flack. Ilooked down at
my hands,at my own complex-
ion. I felt impure among the
pure."
THE PEOPLE told him that
they heard "many of from here
are in exile" in America.
Then, when the greot
recounted the history of the
tribe,he toldof the time when the
King's soldiers came. He spoke
of a youngman who wentout to
chop woodandnever came back.
Haley was thunderstruck; he
knew he had his answer.
Haley concluded his speech
with a plea for family continuity
among all Americans. He said
the U.S. is the greatest country
on the face of the earth, but that
it "is suffering from a general
rootlessness."
HE SAID he has studied the
ethnic origins of every major
groupin America and each hasa
fascinating history.
He offered a three-fold plan
for preservingfamily unity: listen
to the stories of the old people,
save family books and trunks
and hold family reunions.
"With family reunions people
are saying they care about who
they are,"Haley said.
Haley's deep rich voice rolled
around the auditorium for an
hour and a half and he indeed
seemed like the inheritor of the
African oral tradition.
Haley was given a standing
ovation at the end of his talk.
Commenting on these
changes. Vice President Joe
Straus said that the academic
council is "probably the biggest
placein the Univeristy where the
most changes aremade with the
least consideration."
MARIA SULLIVAN an-
nounced plans for an alumni
telethon. Student volunteers will
beasked to spend an eveningat
Bell TelephoneCompanycalling
alumni andasking for monetary
donations.
President Tim Brown an-
nounced the appointment of
SteveJagerasexecutiveassistant
to the president.
28 the academics council ap-
proved aproposal which would
give honors students thirty extra
credits at no charge at the com-
pletionof the two-yearprogram.
As of Oct. 18 the council
recommended that these credits
be Financed via academic
scholarship, and that they be
transferable.
The academic council also
decided to drop the foreign
language requirement from the
history department. Also,ama-
jor in history may now be ac-
quired with only 48 history
credits as compared to the
previously required 60.
S.U. skills workshop
offers studying tips
Three main goals have been
announced for this year's senate:
Chieftain renovation,a solution
to the parking problem, and
campus beautification, as a
result of senate planning con-
ference on Oct. 15.
Senate agenda Monday night
included the allotment of $540
from the senate general fund to
the Organization of Arab
Students (OAS). With this
money OAS will procureSamih
Faroun from Washington, D.C.,
to speak here in November on
the situation in Lebanon. A
generaladmission of $1 will be
by Kristie Sherrodd charged and proceeds will be
returned to the senate general
fund.
THE FINANCE committee
reported that the tentative
appearance of comedian Chris
Miller has been voted down.
Reasons cited included the
realization that Miller'shumor is
not in the best of tasteand would
probably onlyappeal to a small
percentageof the student body.
The money ($1000) which was
to have been used for the Chris
Miller Show will be used to
obtain another comedian with
more universal appeal.
IT WASreported thatonJune
Senatemeeting
Goals set, Miller visit rejected
How to take exams, notes,
schedule time, and get more use
out ofa textbook werediscussed
in a study skills workshop held
last Thursday at Che/ Moi.
Bcllurmine Hall.
Presented by the staff of the
learning Skills Center, the
workshop had question and
answer sessions after each topic.
MeHenry presented tips on
note taking. "Note taking is to
help recall theprofessor's presen-
tation and to remember longer
with greater accuracy what
happened in class." she said.
"It involves the listener to be a
participant of what thespeakeris
saying." McHenry said.
HELEN EDELHEIT, office
coordinator,talkedabout study-
ing for exams and taking them.
The bigger the exam is, the
earlier to start studying for it."
she said.
"Don't try to startstudyingthe
night before or on thedayofthe
test." said Edelhcit. "It's useless.
"IT IS IMPORTANT to
schedule your time." said Peg
Silierman. counselor and coor-
dinator for disabled students.
She recommends getting a huge
calendar and put it in a very
accessible place.
"Plan yourday, week,month,
and year." she said. "Use your
daylight and night time hours
wisely."
by Kathy C'hinn
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In the Office of Career Planningand Placement, interviewing
for the accounting majors with Certified Public Accountant
firms is progressing superbly. Sign-up sheets are full and the
recruiters are highly pleased with the quality of students they
are interviewing.
Sign-up sheets for Science and Engineering majors are still
empty.
The following companies will be interviewing for Science and
Engineering majors only:
Oct. 29— Burrought-Wellcome (Science majors)
Nov. 3— Scott Paper Company (Engineeringmajors). Mare
Island Naval Shipyards (Engineering majors).
Nov. 4— Factory Mutual Engineers (Engineering majors).
Ames Company (Science majors).
Nov. B— Boeing Company (Engineering majors)
Nov. 10— Bayly Corporation(Engineering majors)
Nov. lI— ITT Rayonier (Engineering majors)
JOB OPENINGS
The following jobsare available through the Office of Career
Planningand Placement in the McGoldrick Student Develop-
ment Center:
New Products Analyst, Part-time, withpotential of full-time),
involves project management, marketing strategy analysis,
financial,economic analysis, etc. Prefer graduate students.
Junior Coordinator, ($2.75 hourly, part-time), super-
visory work involving 14-17 years olds in a hospital. Prefer
someone with some counseling experience.
Accounting Assistant, ($647-$B2B monthly), audit and
enter cash and accounts receivable documents into the general
accounting system, both by the batch and terminal input
modes. Closes today at 4:30.
TheCareer Planningand Placement Center, located in the
McGoldrick Center for Student Development, formerly the
.Bellarmine Annex,will soonbeofferingaunique experience to
students having problems with life planning and vocational
decision-making.
Entitled,"Makinghard decisions about work can be fun,"
this introductory group series aims to acquaint students with
tools and methods for planning, locating, and securing
satisfactory work in a satisfying environment.
FOR FIVE WEEKS (including one evening "mini-
marathon" session), workshop participants will be introduced
to exercises and experiences designed to assist them in
overcoming the helplessness of waiting to be chosen by an
employer.
Susan Hunter. Director of Career Planning and Place-
ment, invitesall interested members of thecampuscommunity
toattend, without obligation, the orientationsession at 3 p.m.
Friday.
Call 626-6235 for further information, or come to the
Career Planning and Placement Center.
JOB INTERVIEWS
Church/state division
subject of lecture
Visibility and increased ser-
vices aregoalsofS.U.sCounsel-
ing and Testing Center this year,
according to itsnewdirector.Dr.
Allen Gerston.
"The center previously has
kept a lowprofile," said Gerston,
"possibly because it wasbelieved
there were more students than
could be served."
THE CENTER'Smove from
Pigott to integrate with campus
ministry, career planning,
foreign student and minority stu-
dent affairs in the McGoldrick
Student Development Center is
one changerecommended by the
provost committee.
The committee also suggested
a female counselor be added to
the staff.
So now there are three: Dr.
Theresa Branch, Jim Wyse, S.J.,
both halftime,andGerston, who
works full time.
Gerston replaced Dave Elder
as director beginning Sept. 24,
following a few years working in
hospital and clinical psychology
and six years as a counselor at
City College of New York.
THE COUNSELING and
Testing staff also plans to open
up as a "rap"outlet for students.
"I remember the years in
college as a time when I really
had no one to turn to," Gerston
said.
The center continues
providing personal and
vocational testing and guidance
as its mainstays along with
psychodiagnostic testing for per-
sonal problems and help with
various crises.
GERSTON EXPRESSED
some concern over students'
reluctance to visit the center un-
less a largeproblemmaterializes.
"We're opento largeand small
problems. Perhaps if the small
ones can be settled, some per-
sonal crisis can be avoided,"he
added.
Personal and vocational
guidance are combined into one
center because peoplecannot be
compartmentalized in under-
standing of themselves,explain-
ed the director.
Decisions about careers may
shade over into the personal
arena.
For example,a female student
makes an appointment for
vocational counseling. Inthe en-
suing interview,she tries togain
a sense of who she is. what she
wants and why.
by Christine Bierman
and
Bob Smith
"WE MAY discover she is
being guided by outside forces
such as friends, parentsorsocie-
ty," Gerston stated.
A paper-and-pencil test
follows the talk, serving as an
inventoryandconstructinga fair
picture of interests.
The twodiscuss the test but the
results might not matchwhat she
wants or thinks she wants.
Yet,a few hoursof vocational
counseling could have helped the
many people unhappy in their
work, Gerston said.
"THE CENTER should be
much more than a place where
students get tested bam bam
bam we've done our service to
the University," Gerston
emphasized.
A student in a brief crisis
approaches a counselorfor help;
the problem is solved by talking
it overor the crisis simply ends.
Or a crisis may be a signal of
other deeperconcerns,leadingto
more regular,on-going counsel-
ing at the center. Gerston ex-
plained.
THE STAFFadministers psy-
chodiagnostic tests only when
they areundecided about follow-
ing up on a student or referring
him elsewhere or as another
resource inon-goingcounseling.
The center is not geared for
on-going, in-depth counseling
for a number of students. Ger-
stoncontended.
The Rorschach (inkblot), the
Thematic Apperception lest
(pictures) and the Wechslcr
Adult IntelligenceScale (general
information, associations, etc.)
come up with some in-depth
character understanding,butare
Dr. Allen Gerston
not widely used in the center.
"THKIR TESTS are more
useful in a hospital or clinic,"
Gerston continued. "We are
dealing with a college popula-
tion,and not a psychiatric pop-
ulation."
Part of the center's expansion
includes workshops for S.U.
students to deal withsuch topics
as stress,guilt, college life,dorm
living, meditation and human
sexuality.
Gerston calls the workshops
"preventative mental health."
They will utilize the Gestalt
therapy "here and now" ap-
proach,as opposed toanalysisof
shaping forces.
He hopes the workshops will
act as a pipeline, helping the
dormitory R.A.s and faculty
better understand students.
During the center's open
house Nov. 4, the staff will ask
students for workshop ideas.
STUDENTS WILL also be
canvassed about their percep-
tions of the Counseling and
Testing Center.
"Theopen house willphysical-
ly andsymbolically demonstrate
the center's existence on cam-
pus."Gerston, "and the veryvital
function it can play with regard
to qualityof life."
Appointments are scheduled
by calling 626-5846 or visiting
the McGoldrick Student
Development Center (Bellar-
mine Annex).8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
"The door is open" were Ger-
ston's parting words.
nwrrt'escan
Sullivan and Fr. C. Cabell
Tennis, Dean of St. Mark's
Cathedral, will speak after the
lecture.
Exploration of how the provi-
sion olseparation of Churchand
State in the United States Con-
stitution affects religious groups
wishing to apply their ethical
standards to the formation of
government policy will be dis-
cussed.
THE SERIES is entitled the
Rev. Dr. August M. Hint/
Memorial Lectures in recogni-
tion of the contribution Hint/.
pastor of the First Baptist
Church from April, 1963 to
February. 1976, made in en-
couraging the Seattle religious
community to study peace and
justice concerns.
Partial funding for the series
was received Irom thc
WashingtonCommission lor the
Humanities,
William J.Sullivan,S.J., S.U.
president, will comment on the
question of separation ofchurch
and state, which will be explored
in a lecture entitled "Religious
Liberty A Limited Govern-
ment and Free-Wheeling
Churches?"
Dr. Franklin H. Littell of
Temple University will give the
lecture, which is the first in a
series of six presented by the
Seattle Religious Peace Action
Coalition (SERPAC). The lec-
ture beginsat 7:30 tonight at the
First Baptist Church, 1111 Har-
vard Avenue, near Broadway
and Madison.
LITTELL IS THE AUTHOR
of 14 books concerningreligious
freedom, and is Senior Scholar
to the Institute for American
Democracy. He has been
presented with honorary doc-
torates from several institutions,
including Marburg University.
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S.U.Counseling enter
Counseling profile uplifted interviews, jobs
available
INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?
A representative
will be on the campus
THURSDAY
OCTOBER 28, 1976
to discuss qualifications for
advancedstudy at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at
PLACEMENT OFFICE
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306
" SENIORS
FREE
" YEARBOOK PICTURES" STUDIO PORTRAIT SITTING" 4 POSES AND PROOFS" Call 624-0080 NOW FOR APPOINTMENT" DEADLINE NOVEMBER Ist" UNDERCLASS TOO
*210210 SITTING FEE ON CAMPUS" BELLARMINE HALL 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Oct. 22 and 26
KENNELL-ELLIS
616 Olive Way
Downtown
Program gives teen alcoholics 'second chance'
by Colleen Rahill
"I'm an alcoholicand will be
'til the dayIdie. Ican't take a
drink now, because body
chemistry will react and I'll be
right back whereIstarted. AndI
never want to go through it all
again," said an in-patient for
"Second Chance,"a program for
teen-agedelinquentalcoholics at
the KingCounty Courthouse.
Established on writings of
teen-age delinquent alcoholics.
Second Chance opened in
August with the goal of helping
those convicted of crimes while
under the influence of alcohol.
ACCORDING to onepatient.
Like shoes, vitamins fit person
which causes the alcoholic to do
things he would hot do
otherwise.
The same patient wrote:
"We are aware that in one
probation unit in the court that
14 people were committed to
institutions and 12 of those peo-
ple had alcoholic problems. We
believe that this happens all the
time in the U.S. The alcoholic,
who is committed to the in-
stitutions for behavior problems
is not being helped in any way.
Second Chance will treat the
illness -the true problem. This
program teaches the delinquent
alcoholic about his disease and
Michelle McClung
Second Chance treats
alcoholism as a serious disease
how to arrest it. It is only
through arrestinghisdisease that
he can stay out of trouble."
State-funded Second Chance
is comprised of alcoholic delin-
quents which come from the
detention center of the juvenile
courthouse and three peer
counselors.
ALL PEOPLEin theprogram
are screened by the staff andpeer
counselors, and the group
decides if the client will fit into
the program.Onepeercounselor
stated that clients must have the
desire to stop drinking, to trust
themselves andother people,and
to follow allrules ofthe program
to be admitted.
Michelle McClung, alcohol
and drugconsultant for Juvenile
Court and director of Second
Chance, believes the Youth
Center at the courthouse is an
advantageous setting because of
the social workers, caseworkers
and attorneys present.
"It is a short-term program-
about three months
— because
the goal of the program is to get
the youngalcoholic back intohis
home and community. It can be
longer or shorter depending on
the in-patient's progress," she
explained.
AFTER LEAVING the
center, the in-patientbecomes an
out-patientand must summarize
what he got out of the program,
listing his goals in a contract
between his parents, Michelle
McClung,and himself. He must
commit himself toactivities with
the group every week for one
year.
"If he doesn't screw upand get
busted, he's out of the program.
If he does, he starts treatment
again," a peer counselor said.
Second Chance deals with
alcoholism, drug abuse, and
growing up.
One patient said, "It doesn't
matter who you are, once
alcoholism gets a hold of you,
you've got it.Alcohol can really
be a bad thing. Everyonehere is
an alcoholic and is from deten-
tion. We find that one of the
things that keeps us sober is
being with other young
alcoholics that understand and
can have fun without getting
drunk or high."
WHAT IS an alcoholic?
McClung defines it as a condi-
tion in which alcohol interrupts
normal functioning with peers,
home,school, work,and law.
"Oncealcohol getsinyour way
and starts to screw things up,
that's when you know," one
patient declared. "I think some
people are born wtih a tendency
to become alcoholic,andIthink
it's hereditary."
What methods does Second
Chance employ to cure
alcoholism? Daily group
meetings that set goals,medita-
tion periods during which
transendental meditation
methods are used, educational
lectures on alcoholism, group
rapsessions discussingemotions
and problems uncovered in
sobriety, peer counseling
meetingindividual needs, family
counseling to teach about the
disease, and Alcoholics
Imagine living in a land whereshoes were
available in only one color— one style— one
size,and everyone wasdestined tospend their
entire journey on earth donning a pair of
cranberry-red oxfordsin a size seven medium.
Some people would be fortunate right
from the start because they happen to adore
cranberry-red, they were made for rugged
oxford styling, and size seven medium fits
them to a tee.
BUT,WHAT ABOUT THE RESTof us?
Assuming we could force our aesthetic souls
into wearing a pair of cranberry-red oxford
shoes in the first place, the task of squeezing
our size nine foot into asize sevenshoe every
morning would be a miserable fate.
Then there are those poor dears who,at
best, would be left trudging through life in an
endless struggle just to keep a pair of seven
medium shoes on their size five narrow feet.
A one-size-for-all shoe is absurd, and a
blanket statement concerning the vitamin-
needs-for-all is even more ridiculous.
Vitamins, like shoes,arean individualmatter.
We all have very particular needs. There are,
however, certain basic minimum re-
quirements that can and should be followed
by all of us.
SOME PEOPLE,BECAUSE they follow
all the rules, or are blessed with a sturdy
metabolism, don't need a vitamin boost—
their shoes fit! Others, who find their shoes
are either a bit too small or way too big
probably suffer from a vitamin deficiency.
Students, especially those living away
from home, are most often the worst
offenders when it comes to getting enough
vitamins from the foods they eat. Proper
nutrition makes us what weare andcramming
ourselves daily with Shakey's and Herfy's—
or skipping meals altogether— will probably
keep us alive,but not too well.
Today we seem to accept a variety of
minor ailments as "average"health. Irritabili-
ty, fatigue, depression, restlessness, inability
by Betsey Barker to concentrate,a low resistance to infection,
lack of energy and indigestion are only some
of the problems caused bya vitamin deficien-
cy, yet we have come to tolerate them as
"normal" health.
STUDENTS COULD BENEFIT greatly
by adopting some kind of vitamin insurance
program. Taking a good one-a-day multi-
vitamin and mineral supplement, along with
upgrading inadequateeatinghabits (meaning
less refined sugar and carbohydrates) isa wise
decision. Vitamins naturally work together
and we need all of them daily.
Vitamin A is essential for healthy eyes,
teeth, skin and bones. The B Complex
vitamins are necessary for steady nerves,
brain function and energy.
Vitamin C is the cement which holds
together thecells ofall tissues and is needed by
the adrenal gland to fight stress.
VITAMIN D HELPS WITH the
metabolizingofcalcium and VitaminE is vital
to normal reproduction.
If you're interested in readingmore about
nutrition and vitamins. Dr. Carlton
Fredericks' Nutrition Handbook— Your Key
to GoodHealth($1 .75inpaperback) is agood
place to begin.
Vitamins -in addition to good sound
eatinghabits can work wonders.But,itdoes
take time. Lots of it.Don't expect miraculous
results in one week — it may take months.
After all, look how many years it took to
create the damage already done. Eventually
your shoes will fit. Who knows, you might
even develop a passion for cranberry-red
oxfords.
IF,ON THE OTHER HAND,youreally
don't think this is the road you wantto follow
youcan always take your size seven medium,
cranberry-red, oxford styledshoes off and go
barefoot.Of course, there's always thedanger
ofsteppingona pointed rock,oreven- perish
the thought! -of catching a nasty cold.
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Anonymous meetings that
promote a new way of life are
some methods used in Second
Chance.
"HONESTY and trust are big
words to us. There really isn't
any therapy;wejust have towant
to stopdrinking. This means we
have to believe in ourselves," a
peer counselor asserts.
He says he has a better
relationship with his parents
than he's had in five years and
attributes it to the 16 hours of
family counseling at Second
Chance.
Another patient is waiting to
go home Nov. I."I'ma happier
personbecause I'm straight and
I've been with people who have
grown up and taken on respon-
sibilities,"he said.
CONTEMPORARY
CUTS FOR
MEN & WOMEN
Hair Care Products
A Barber Shop and
Haircutting Emporium
Broadway andMadison
325-3266 for appointment:
-I>Th« Gap1*76
The biggest selection
anywhere. Inthe most
colors andsizes.We've
got it.All inone place.
Ours. Fall into the Gap
today.
NORTHGATEMALL
SOUTH CENTER
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of 15,000 types. That band is the
worst band that these ears have
yet endured,and theseears have
heard Brownsville Station. .
1 mean:posturing!Theyhadit
all, you know, a regular
Monkees '76: a chick singer in
orthopedic boots makingred fish
lips and shakingher black pants
at anybody who would watch,
including the prancing queen
who sang some, threw and
dropped his tamborine three
times, worecheapblack lingerie,
and perspired; a drummer who
wore more makeup
—
to less
effect— than Wayne County;and
one,two,orpossibly threeof the
very most awfullest songs to
which this impressionable young
man has ever been exposed.But
boy! Could they point!
SMOKE BOMBS, too. One
songcalled "Niggizz Can't Sang
Rock & Roll (No Mo)." This
reporter feels that a little more
showing and a lot less telling
would have been in order. One
began to wish that the Coliseum
had a lobby,and hope that Epic
Records drops a bundle on that
band.
Mellow evening at Tabard Inn
The pizza is the best in town.
Oozing with mozzarella cheese,
it is lavishly spread with a rich
tomato sauce and a choice of
toppings.
The minestrone soup is light,
teeming with freshly cooked
vegetables.The salad greensare
crisp, but unfortunately,
smothered under a giant glob of
thick although tasty dressing.
THE TABLESarep|aced very
closelytogether which is adecid-
ed plus for those inclined to
eavesdrop.The place tendstoget
pretty noisy,but the food is well
worth anyof the inconvenience.
A nicely balanced Chianti is
available as the house wine.
halo's is open daily from 11
a.m. to IIp.m.
Especially with the recent in-
flux of Mexican and French
restaurantsinto thearea,Seattle
desperately needs a few more
Italian chefs to educate the
public as to the joys of their
cuisine.
by MarilynD.Clement
Happiness is an East Coast
transplant who has finally dis-
covered an authentic Italian
restaurant in the Pacific
Northwest.
halo's Casa Romana at 38th
S. and Empire (across from
Albertson's), offers up a pasta
equal toany whichcan be found
in the vicinity of Mulberry and
Broom, in the heart of New
York's "Little Italy."
ITALO'Sis theculmination of
a dream. Since arriving in this
country some years ago, owner
Italo Carosiello has wanted to
start his own restaurant.
The dining room is in the
basement of the Carosiello
home. There is littleatmosphere,
but the traditional brightly
checkered tablecloths and the
irresistible aroma drifting out of
the open kitchen impart a con-
viviality all of their own.
The waitresses are friendly,
efficient and justly proud of the
excellent reputation halo's en-
joys among its regular
customers.
ON THE weekends the full
service bar is jumping,but there
is usually little if any wait for a
table in the dining room.
The menu features a wide
selection of popular dishes such
as: Veal Scaloppine, Chicken
Cacciatore,Shrimp Pizzaiolaas
well as a variety of other
specialties. Many are available
both as dinners and a la carte.
Prices rangefrom $2.40to$4.50.
The cuts of meat used are of
excellent quality and arecooked
to perfection. So often Italian
restaurants tend to cut corners
assuming that a dash of tomato
saucecan disguise any imperfec-
tions.
FOR A dollar more, a com-
plete dinner can be ordered
which includes soup, salad,
spaghetti, ice cream and coffee.
The portions are more than
generous.
—photo by sieveCflk
MUSICIANROCKSTABARD— tosleep.(Justkidding.) Accomplished guitarist Matt Rensal
picks his way through a quiet number at the ASSU's well-attended Tabard Inn night Sunday
evening. The largecrowd listened tomellow music and drank beer from 8:30 to 1 1 p.m. Rensal
played some fine instrumentals and then fielded requests from the audience.
ThisreporterlaudsColiseum Who noise-fest
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does best: chopping noise
rhythms; but why not add Keith
Richard ifyou want to get round
to that? - twirling the mike
within inches of the running,
jumping, never standing still
Townshend. Entwistle is the
most imaginative and plain old
dexterousrock bassplayerdoing
same,and Moon fleshes out 4/4
with hummingbird rhythms like
nobodyelse.
IT IS THEIR combined in-
tricacy that permits Townshend
his windmilling license andsplits
slideshow whiledrillingtheoccu-
pantof Seat 12, Row 78, Section
13 with "We're NotGonna Take
It." Sweet F.A. indeed.
The Who are emphatically a
live band. All that sparse studio
stuff— and Imean every early
album and "Tommy" and
"Quadrophrenia" (inexplicably,
they perform none of this live:
why not "Love ReignO'er Me"
or "The Real Me"?)anddefinite-
ly "By the Numbres"— sounds so
good on stage. Imagine "Live at
Leeds"so loud theearsbuzz till3
the next afternoon.
Who bootlegs capture them
best. Too bad they didn't play
"Young Man Blues" or "I Can
See for Miles" or "Anyway
Anyhow Anywhere." Too bad
they didn't play till 4 a.m., too.
ONE THING: there is
something veryspecialabout this
band that can play "My Genera-
tion," with Townshendaddingin
squeaky singing voice "Where
is my generation?"— note dead
fainting slightly post-pubescent
rockaroll babes in front ofstage;
this reporter felt like the
Maypole-and close out saved
for rock with an exultant,
defiant, overpowering "Won't
Get Fooled Again" (ah, note
similarity of sentiments to
Davies' "tune up,start to play/-
just like any other day").
The 60s came, went, the 70s
still coming, but the Who still
can't explain, just keep rocking
that defiant vulnerable sweet
rock.
When in Southern California visit STUDIOS TOUR
TownshendpushedDaltry in the
chest when hestarted tosingover
Townshend, later when
Entwistel andTownshend broke
up overeach other's limitations
of the stone-faced Daltrey
preparing to "Tommy:" fun for
you is fun for us. Not since those
"Schoolboysin Disgrace"played
Seattle have Ihad so much fun
watching a rock band.
THOSE INITIAL saw-
toothed chords of "1 Can't Ex-
plain" and yougo goggle eyed at
the sound that Townshend gets
outof oneguitar.Entwistle slides
in on bass. Moon drums with
flailing metronomic abandon,if
you know what Imean,his hair
blowing like the closer she gets
etc. from the huge black fan
shoving cool air on stage in an
attempt to keep him from pass-
ingout or worse, as is his wont.
Fantasy: an evening of pub
crawling with Keith Moon and
Oliver Reed. See London with
working class lads made good.
It was like this all night:
Daltrey full of energy marching
in circles during Townshend's,
uh, solos a bit more at times;
Townshend is great at what he
KEITH MOON, John Entwistle, Roger Daltrey and Peter
Townshend of the Who pose for Spectator photo session.
Some kinda fan I'dbe to let a
little distraction like that
diminish an evening with the
Who.
Running onstage. Moon
somersaulting in baseball pants
and red tennies, later when
Authentic pasta restaurant found
by John L.Wilson
Only seven months since the
Who were here last? Gee, it's
getting to be like just hitting the
Marquee on Tuesday nights or
something.
And why is it that it's only
British bands that can mix that
special rock with a slightly
cynical whimsy tempered with a
V* faith in themselves, while
American bands end up being
such serious cosmic cowboys or
glue-sniffing punks? Huh, why?
WHILE GOD is devoting
some energies to saving the
Kinks, he'd best do the samefor
the Who.
And when you get to talking
about the world's greatest
rockaroll band, this reporter's
allowance says the greatest live
rockaroll bandgot tobe the '00.
A MOMENTARY digres-
sion. Mother's Finest, yes, the
opening band, an awful lot of
trouble just tohave anexcuse to
hang a red and yellow banner
with (snigger) MF onit in front
"CAR WASH"....where( between the
hours of9 and5 anything can happen...
andusually does!
(jL T T m % ' rf\l__j fr xx*r
"CAEWASH "Guest Stars Franklyn Ajaye - GeorgeCarlin
Professor Irvit Corey * IvanDixon " AntonioFargas " Lorraine Gary
JackKeboe "Clarence Muse * TiePointer Sisters -jßichard Pryori
Written by JDELSCHUMACHER -Music byNQfIMAN WiflElD ■Directed by MICHAEL SCHULTZ
Produced by ART UNSON andGARY STROMBERG
-
AN ART lINSBN PRODUCTION
AUNIVERSAL PICTURE ■TECHNICOLOR
"
: ll^j^^"*,!.s!l^!^
[On^inal sound track available exclusively on MCA Records & Tapes]
STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
AT 4 THEATRES
VARSITY THEATRE DUWAMISH DRIVE-IN
623-3131 762-.454
RENTON VILLAGE OVERLAKE CINEMA
228-1700 641-0670
arts & entertainment
fic. But the marquee on the
Neptune Theater read "Monty
Python and the HolyGrail." We
turned the corner onto The Aye..
but "Once Upon a Girl" and "20
Bedtime Stories" were playing at
the University.
Quickly zipping around the
block to the Neptune,Ijumped
out of the car running defensive
endagainst theoncoming traffic.
The fellow in the ticket booth
suggested perhaps we werelook-
ing for the Guild 45 Theater
which was on the other side of
the freeway.
Arrivingat last, weconsidered
ourselves in luck to find a park-
ing space right across the street.
It was just a little after 9:45 p.m.
The lineof peoplesnaked around
the side of the building.
However, it was a lovely night
and the doors wouldbe opening
up any minute we assured
ourselves.
In fact there were twolines, for
the haves and the have nots. We
were the latter. The place was
oversold artd our line was
waiting to purchase tickets for
the 10:30 p.m. show. No way
were wegoing to stand in line for
anhour and ahall onaSaturday
night.
But now what to do. My friend
suggested "Bedtime Stories," 1
didn't know whether Iwas quite
ready for that or not. The
prospect of Monty Python
providingan adequatesubstitute
seemed dubious. We decided to
bag the whole idea and headed
back downtown.
We found ourselves at $2.00a
head sitting in the Central
Cavern in PioneerSquare listen-
ing to the sounds of Swift
Current who were neither fast
nor modern.Theysounded likea
couple of old washboards
heading upstream. After a cou-
ple of glasses of Guinness
Stout the labelreads "it isgood
for you" wedecided to call it a
night.
However,on the wayhome we
reconsidered. After all, it was
only 10:15 p.m. We stopped off
at J illy'sEast lavernon24th E.
for api/za.The crust tasted like
cardboard, the cheese like paste
and the pepperoni was burned.
We managed to eat itanyway. A
couple more beers and it was
time to concede defeat.
Wakingup Sunday morning,I
cursed my fate. The whole even-
ing had been a complete bust
except for Cafe Society. Ithink
we'll wait and catch "Cousine,
Cousine" on the tube in a few
years.
My system simply can't takeit.
Ihen again maybe I'd be better
off if Isimply put tape over my
mouth and joined the Women's
Christian Temperance Union.
Idea of movies good, but...
by Marilyn I).Clement
Generally, we avoid going to
the movies.
The idea alone conjures up
images of jostlingcrowds,spilled
popcorn, stuffy little theaters
and the invariablekid whoinsists
upon removing his candy
wrapper with the deliberate in-
tensity of a neurosurgeon.
However,havingread therave
reviews which were collaborated
by a number of friends,wedecid-
ed to indulge ourselves and see
"Cousine. Cousine."
We started out theeveningata
cozy little restaurant which has
recently opened in Pioneer
Square. Cafe Society. For$4.50
per person we had the specialty,
chicken paprikash. Twochicken
breasts, covered with a delight-
fully delicate sour cream sauce,
were served with a bed of rice
pilal. a chunk of homemade
bread and a mixed green salad.
All were cooked to perfection
and enjoyed with a carafe of
French wine for an extra $3.50.
The kitchen, the size of a large
walk-in closet, sits in the middle
of the restaurant. It was like
eatingat home, except the food
was better and 1 didn't get stuck
with the dishes.
Outat 8:25p.m..wedecided to
make the 8:45 p.m.showing of
the flick out in the "U" District.
Coming off the freeway, we
bumpedalong45th with the traf-
goes to student members, facul-
ty, alumni, firms, professional
organizations, and libraries.
Quality is important.
Essays should be ap-
proximately three typedpages in
length, double-spaced on eight-
and-one-half by eleven paper
and clearly identified as to
author. Essays are acceptable at
any time, but deadlines for re-
maining Newsletters are Winter:
Nov. Iand Spring: Jan I.
THESE ESSAYS will contri-
bute to the points necessary for
S.U.s Chapterof Beta Alpha Psi
to gainnational recognition.For
further information,contact the
Ik-la Alpha Psioffice. Pigott 453.
Club information
beta alpha psi
various companies speaking on
career opportunities, thealumni
dinners, and various other ac-
tivities. Forinformation on join-
ing call 626-6475 or contact
Alpha Kappa I'si in Pigott 153.
S.U.s Chapter of Beta Alpha
Psi is encouraging students to
write essays on technical or
educational accounting topics
which would be of general in-
terest to student members of the
fraternity.
Alter screening, these essays
will be submitted to the Beta
Alpha Psi Newsletter. This
Newsletter, published quarterly.
a k psi
Alpha KappaPsi iscontinuing
to serve the students this year
through its maintainence of pop
machines throughout the cam-
pus. A new flavor, Welch's
Grape, has beenadded this year.
A new machine has been put in
Campion basement and the
machine on the fifth floor of
Pigott hasbeen movedout to the
stairwell.
There is still time for business
majors withat least twoquarters
remainingin school to join the
fall quarter pledgeclass. Becom-
ing a member of Alpha Kappa
Psi enables you to participate in
a series of guest speakers from
The Spectator/Thursday. October 21, 1976/ 9
'Livin' Fat' makes few demands on audience
Susan Sneed as his sister.Candy.
Daddy was sympathetically
played by Ron Ben Jarrett.
Jean E. Hawkins appeared to
be the only performer playing
ensemble Friday night. She
listened and responded to the
actors onstage,giving credibility
to her performance.
AN EXAMPLE of the play's
funny dialogue occurs when
David Lee calls his girl friend
long distance. He tells the
operator he is callingMiss Terry
Washington. He repeats the
name patiently to the operator,
"Washington, you know, like in
George Washington Carver."
"Livin' Fat" continues at the
current BA/W theater through
Oct. 31. Their performances for
the remainder of the season will
be staged at Seattle Rep's 2nd
Stage Theater.
Black Arts/ West hasprovided
Seattle with some fine drama,
and will continue to do so in the
future if wecan judgeby the past.
In the meantime, maybe the
"second night dilemma" will
have passed.
her overabundance of energy,
and her voice too loud to be as
effective as she might be.
David Roebuck playedDavid
Lee, the engaging son, with
HUMOROUS LONG DISTANCE telephone call is part of
the action inBlack Arts West's"LLivin'Fat".The comedyruns
until Oct. 31.
diamond earring. His strut is
reminiscent of Jimmy Walker's
"J.J." on TV.
Big Mama, played by
Elizabeth Massey, was tiring in
by Jean Kohlman
Occasionally, there is a
peculiar phenomenon that oc-
curs in the theater following the
opening night performance.
Buoyed up by the excitement,
tensionand fun after long hours
of planning and rehearsals, the
openingnight which is frequent-
lydreadedcangoextremelywell.
THEFOLLOWING nightcan
bring a settling in, and adrop in
performance level. Thisseems to
have been the case at Black
Arts/West in their current offer-
ingof "l.ivin' Fat,"judgingbyall
reviews of the first night'sperfor-
mances. Ihopeso.
The demands of the play are
easy on both players and
audience.
It centers around the morality
of keeping $15,000 which was
dropped on the floor by robbers
in the bank where David Lee. a
black collegegraduate, worksas
a janitor.
Since the robbery wasdone by
white men. and all the money
believed to have been taken by
the "white honky robbers."
David Lee seizes theopportunity
to put more than bread on his
family's table.
CONFRONTED by his
presentation of a color TV for
Big Mama, astereo for hissister,
a back-massaging chair for
oyerworkedDaddy,David Lee is
forced to tell his parents where
the money came from. They
think he wasa participant inthe
robbery until he tells them the
police and bank officers verified
that the robbers had taken all the
money.
Trying to justify keeping the
moneyis thecrux ofthe problem
and the core of the play. His
God-fearing, religious parents
see no alternative but to give it
back. His sister and grand-
mother have no trouble in
justifying God's "windfall."
The play was presented last
spring by the Negro Ensemble
Company in New York. It is
directed by Rafic Bey.
UMEME Upcsi plays David
l.cc's jiving buddy. 800. who
shares in the sudden wealth. He
buys a flashy $200suitand tops it
off with an orange bow tie and
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NOW AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
revenge on the Western squad
that had beaten them a week
before. Tony Zamberlin and
Mike Eggleston scored the S.U.
goals in the first half,and the
lead held up.
"Wecame outof ourdaze,and
played really well," Allen said.
Healsosingled out Brian Colluc-
cio, fullback, in his first start as
being the bestplayeron the field.
Allenadded that the Chiefs were
able to dominate most of the
game, and the defense, led by
Mark Willsie and Jim Peterson,
was super.
DAVEHAMMER,S.U.mid-
fielder, had anoutstanding tour-
nament, and was named to the
all-tournament team. He is the
first player from S.U.ever to be
chosen on the team.
Allen summed up the tourna-
ment bysaying, "It wasn't run as
well as it has been, they were
more disorganized than usual.
The Classic was good ex-
perience,good conditioning, but
Iknow wecan play better. We'll
get up a lot more for the league
games."
NEXT HOME game for the
Chiefs will be Saturday against
Simon Fraser at Broadway field.
Game time is 7 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 Slaughter HouseFive vs.
Shadais
8:00 Brothersand SistersIvs.
Aegis Staff
areavailable inthe Intramural
Office.
Results:Soccer
Wednesday,Oct. 13
Spankers, Slaughter House
Five 2-2
Brothers and Sisters 1 over
Heimskringla 3-2
Brothers and Sisters II over
Aegis (forfeit)
Thursday, Oct 14
Shadai's over Blitos (forfeit)
Slaughter House Five over
Brothers and Sisters I2-1
Tuesday,Oct. 19
Slaughter House Five over
Heimskringla 2-1
Borthers and Sisters I over
Blitos 4-3
Upcoming Games
Tonight
7:00 Brothers and Sisters Ivs.
Shadai's
8:00 Aegis Staff vs. Blitos
Tuesday
7:00 Spankersvs. Aegis Staff
8:00 Heimskringla vs. Blitos
Results: Football
Thursday, Oct. 14
Snafus over lonic Men 14-2
Heimskringlaover Who's Got
Beer 16-6
Tuesday,Oct.19
lonic Men over I.X.'s 22-6
Chiefarito's over Who's Got
Beer 14-8
Tonight
7:30 Heimskringla vs. Sigma
lota
B:3oGummers vs. ThirdParty
9:30 DoRonda vs. Ding Bats
Tomorrow
6:00 lonic Men vs.
Chiefarito's
Tuesday
7:30 Heimskringla vs. Snafus
8:30 Sigma lota vs. Third
Party
9:30 Gummers (Bye)
The racketball and squash
ladders are ready to begin.
Anyone interested, contact
Larry Vance or BryanHanley
in the Intramural Office.
The new soccer schedules
THE CHIEFTAIN basketball squad commenced
workouts last Friday,and Coach BillO'Connor hasstated that
the squad possessesa great deal of individual talent and their
success willdependonhow well this talent can be moldedintoa
teamconcept. The coach speaks the truth.
Clint Richardson,Buck O'Brien,Jerome Maultsby,Kevin
Suther and Reggie Greenhave all improved considerably over
the summer, and last year's experience willprove invaluable.
Newcomers Carl Ervin, Jawann Oldham and Charles Evans
have come in and been heaped with praise about how they
can turn the basketball program around.
1think this year'ssquaddefinitely doeshavepotential,but
Idon't expect them to have a league championship team.
Realistically a .500 season wouldbe very good, witharounda
16-10 record the best one could hope for. Idon't say this
negatively.1as much as anyone would like to see S.U.boast a
super basketball team. But we shouldn't let what we'd like to
see interfere with the task confronting O'Connor. Let's takea
quick look at the talent.
BUCK O'BRIEN is a heady, intelligent, solid guard. He
will have tobe the team leader, but he won't score a lot.Clint
Richardson isasuperballplayer withunlimited potential. He is
a much improved passer and ballhandler,and will be excep-
tional this year. Freshman Carl Ervin is talented,and plays
older than his 18 years might suggest. But he won't set the
league on fire this year. Givehim a year or two.Second year
letterman Jerome Maultsby has come back for his third year
ready to fight for a job. He is an exceptionaldefensive player,
and his improvement offensively in two years is remarkable.
THE FRONT LINEis again the question. Keith Harrell
returns after he red-shirted last year due to illness. The
nickname "Silk" fits him well. He can do a lot with the
basketball inside 1 5feet. Hecan bea goodoffensive player,but
hasn't been a consistent scorer and isn't physically strong on
the boards. SeniorReggie Greencan bea tough rebounder,but
tends to stillmake the same mistakes he made as a freshman.
His shot is very inconsistent,and he has been know to dropa
pass or miss a lay-up.
JC transfer Charlie Evans reminds mea little bitof Eddie
Owens from Las Vegas. He is big, quick, a good leaper and
aggressive on the boards. He shoots left-handed as does
Owens,but with a more limited range. He is stillanunknown
quantity, but certainly has good credentials.
Kevin Suther can fill the hoopfrom anywhere,hisrange is
super for a big man. His defense is adequate,but needs work,
and he gets into foul trouble. He still needsconsistencyand isa
little slow to play forward.
INTHE MIDDLE we have the vaunted bigman,Jawann
Oldham. How good will he be inhis freshman year?Isay very
average. He didn't face great talent in high school, and didn't
set the league on fire. He gotby onsize alone. He won't be able
todo that thisyear,and will have tolearn. Heneedsexperience,
and doesn't seem to be the team's hardest worker. He might
learn a rough lesson about basketball this year.
Jim Low also in the pivot, is a very solidballplayer, good
on the boards,and with a nice touch on 15-17 footers. He could
come on strong, but is small for a center.
What all this rhapsodizing adds up to is a big question
mark. Will the frontline scoring pick-up enough to turn the
teamaround? Har-rell,Evans,Green.Oldham and Suther have
some slack to pick up.There is a chance that they will,and itis
hoped that they can. But don't expect miracles. The team is
very young and they will be inconsistent.
IF THE FRONT-LINE can do a lot of scoring and
dominate the boards they will win, but this won't always
happen. As Isaid before, look for .500ora littlebit above,then
watch out next year.
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Booters seventh in Classic Curtis' Cornerby Chuck CurtisSimon Fraser shot down theS.U. soccer team's hopes for
their first Husky Classic title
early,by defeating the Chiefs 3-0
in the tournament opener.
In round two, the Chieftains
were defeated 1-0 in overtime by
WSU, and then beat Western
Washington State College2-0 to
claim seventh place in the eight
team field.
AGAINST Simon Fraser, the
Chiefs were unable to mount an
offensive threat due to the
Clansmen's domination of the
midfield. Simon Fraser scored in
the 12th minute, and their 1-0
lead held until halftime. In the
fifth minute of the second half,
they scored again,and wrapped
up the game with a third goal40
minutes into the half.
Player-coach Steve Allensaid,
"They were able to dominate the
midfield, and their movement
without the ball reallykilled us.
If they had stayed in the tourna-
ment, I'm sure they would have
made the final."
After beating S.U. the
Clansmen left the tourney
because of a moneydispute with
the U.W.
ONFRIDAY the Chiefs fell to
S.I .\ Maher Huneidi
WSU in overtime on what Allen
termed a,"fiuke"goal.Allensaid
he wasdisgusted with hisand the
team's performance. "The team
let down after losing to Simon
Fraser, our passing was very
poor,and we just weren't up for
the game," he said.
Saturday saw the Chiefs gain
intramurals
GOLDIES
ON BROADWAY
Broadway and Pike
GAMES FOOD" 9 Pool Tables " 85C Hamburgers" 8 Foos Tables " 85C Hot Links" 14 Pinballs " $1.29 Superburgers" 10 Videos " $1.90 Steaks
HAPPY HOURS
Mon. & Sat. Nights
— $1.00 pitchers
Daily 3-8
— $1.25 pitchers
ID REQUIRED
1-800-RECYCLE
Classifieds I
WORK OVERSEAS FOR THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT!
—
all fields
—
a few
months, orpermanentpositions.Eu-
rope
_
Japan
—
Africa
—
Australia
—
South Pacific
—
Far East
—
South
America.The U.S.Government is the
largest employer of Americans
overseas!Toallow youthe opportuni-
ty to explore working for the U.S.
Governmentoverseas,the following
book has been researched and
written. "HOW TO GET A JOB
OVERSEAS WITH THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT." This book
discusses employment requirements
and activities of 13 different U.S.
Government Agencies in complete
detail... and you willbe told whom
to contact at each one concerning
current oversew employment oppor-
tunities. Also complete information
on:" Teaching Opportunities" Complete informationon thePeace
Corps
—
who and where toapply" Employment of U.S. Government
Ships" Employment at thePanama Canal
Zone
—
What typeof positions they
hire and whom tocontact." Career opportunities in the State
Department and United States Infor-
mation Agency." Opportunities and Qualifications
as a ForeignService Officer." How and where to apply for Em-
bassy positions
—
Men
—
Women
—
Secretaries
—
Office Help
—
Staff
Personnel
—
etc.,etc.
" What type of positions different
Civil Service Departments hire for
overseas employment and whom to
contact." List of Federal Job Information
Centers Nation Wide" Further Information on Employ-
ment in Engineering "Accounting "
Teaching"Personnel Administration" Recreational " Library Work "
Maintence "Supply " Management"
Agriculture"Medical"SkilledTrades" Semi-Skilled and MUCH, MUCH
MORE!
ORDER NOW! DON'T DELAY!
Send for yourcopy of "How to Gel a
./(>/> Oversea* »"// the 'toiled States
Uovernimnt"
—
$4.00(cash,check or
money order) payable to the
Overseas Collegiate Research In-
stitute, 1727 Scott Road, Suite C,
Burbank, CA. 91504. Add 50C for
mailing.
If dissatisfiedwith yourbook forany
reason within 30 days, return it for a
full refund, noquestionsasked.
Woodworking classes. Make furn-
iture, toys, gifts. Classes begin
November 2. The Work Bench.3815
4th NE, Seattle (across from Ivar's
Salmon House). Phone between 6
and 8 p.m. 788-7786, 525-4267.
Gal wanted Monday and Saturday to
help disabled S.U. gal student. Call
626-6477. Campion Rm. 700.
"I see a lot ofpotential with all the talent
we have. It is justa question ofputtinga lotof
individual talent intoa team concept," Head
Basketball Coach Bill O'Connor said. "We
have five weeks of intense and competitive
practice ahead of us before the Australian
National Team game," O'Connor said.
The S.U. Chieftains basketball team
launched its 1976-77 campaign with its first
fall practice last Friday. Thepractice marked
the openingof the 45th season for theChiefs.
IN RECOGNITION of the beginning of
the new season. The Spectator interviewed
some of the players on the teamto get their
aspirations on theseason ahead, the teamasa
whole, their personalgoals and what theydid
during the summer, to obtain insight to the
quickly approaching season.
CHARLES EVANS,junior forward from
Los Angeles, Calif. "I think we have a lot of
potential and the best talent in the league,"
Evans said. "We must play as a cohesive unit
and the name of the game isdefense;ifyouget
defense down, the offense will come."
Evans feels thisyear's teamwillbe exciting
and the U.W. game will be a good game.
"Sure there is a transition from junior
college toS.U.. . .a lotof times youcan take
it easy in J.C. but here youhave to jumpand
play hard all the time."
"Shootersarea dime a dozen. . .anyone
can shoot but you have to play both ends of
the floor . . . like a Jerry West," Evans said.
REGGIE "MEAN" GREEN, senior
center from Oakland, Calif. "There is a lot
more competition for positions onthe team,"
Green said. "There is more potential than in
four years I've been here."
This summer. Green worked hard on
conditioning and went from 232 lbs. last
season to 216 now. He also played with Gus
Williams, Charles Dudley and John Lucas
this summer.
KEITHHARRELL,sophomore forward
from Seattle. "This year's team has the
potential togo a long way and we should be
pretty tough," Harrell said. "I am going to
work on my overall game and improveon the
fundamentals."
Harrellspent the summer workingata few
camps playing basketball and he is looking
forward to the start of the season. About last
year's illnesses, Harrell said he has had no ill
effect and that it is over.
JIM LOW, senior forward-center from
Ogden, Utah. "This year's team has the most
potential asany team I've ever been on,"Low
said. "There's more depthand it's going tobe
an explosive year for S.U."
Jimspent the summer building apartment
houses in Fairbanks, AL. He considers his
defense strong and he hopes to play an all-
around game.
"There is a lot of spirit on the team and
everyone is working hard for a spot," Low
said.
behind Coston with Tim Mark
fifth, three behind Renberg.
Individually, S.U. had four
players in the top five positions.
The nearest of the other teams
was U.W. at 33 shots behind the
Chiefs. Other teams competing
were Oregon State University,
Washington State University
and the University of Portland.
Tuesday's round was an-
ticlimactic as the Chiefs were
virtuallyassured of victory.
ABANDONING their aggres-
sive attitude, the Chiefs eased
their way into first, winning by
18. The low individual for the
tournament was Dick Jonson of
the U.W. witha threeday totalof
223.
Although most of the S.U.
golfers would like to forget
Tuesday's round, freshman
Brian Haugen returned a sen-
sational 72 to lead the Chieftains
for the day. Scott Fankhauser
shot theonlyother sub 80Chief-
tain round with a 79.
The S.U. golfers took advan-
tage of the good weather that
blessed thesixthannual S.U.golf
tournamentand the Chiefs cap-
tured their own tournament.
JEFF COSTON, playing
number one, led the charge with
anunbelievable 30on the second
nine, taking a 43 on the first.
He came back in brilliant
fashion, making six birdies on
the nine holes.
Jon Renberg took the first
round lead with a solid 72 that
included two eagles. After the
first rounddusthadcleared,S.U.
had an amazing 19 stroke lead
over the U.W.
The second 18 wasplayedafter
lunch and Gene Cook became
the Chieftain of the hour. Ad-
ding 71 to his first round 76,
Gene took command as the first
day leader,one shot better than
teammate Coston who returned
a 75. Cook attributed his fine
showing to "mental toughness."
RENBERG was one more
The S.U. Cheer squad, com-
prised of 12 energetic,
enthusastic, spirited S.U.
students, began preparation for*
the 76-77 season this week with
workouts everyday. The six
women, who make up the
Cheerleaders,are Cathy Easter,
Michelle Moody, Angela
Mouton, Noni Panchot, Karen
Stuhr and Chrystal Wright.
Six men round out the Yell
Kings: John Laughlin, Louie
Mangione, Paulo Mikelionis,
Paul Pasquier, Bill Rambo and
Joe Swenson.
Cathy Easter, freshman from
Forest Ridge High School in
Bellevue, voiced her excitement
at becoming a cheerleader by
saying: "I think becoming a
cheerleader will be a lot of fun."
Easter revealed, "I want to get
the crowd to open their mouths
and cheer this year,"Easter is a
possible Political Sciencemajor.
"I AM VERY excited about
the emphasisput ona cheer this
year," Michelle Moody, retur-
ning cheerleader and General
Science major from Lynnwood,
said. "Being a cheerleader is an
excellent way to support my
school."
Moodyhadbeen acheerleader
for two years at Shoreline High
School and starts her second
year as aS.U. cheerleader.
Angela Mouton, freshman
from Glacier High School,
stated: "I always wanted to
become a cheerleader because I
thought Icould get to know a lot
of people."
Mouton was a cheerleader in
her junior year of high school
and always wants to emphasize
"schoolspirit" hereatS.U.Sheis
a Psychology major.
"I WANTED to become in-
volved and meet new peopleso I
thought 1 would try out for
cheerleader."Noni Panchot said,
a junior from Bellevue. Shealso
emphasized how much she
wanted tocometoS.U.Panchot,
a WSU transfer, is majoring in
Hotel Management. She has
cheerleading experience from
participation on the Cougarette
Drill Team.
Karen Stuhr, from DaleyCity,
California, is following in her
sister's footsteps as a
cheerleader. Stuhr also
emphasizes: "It is a realchallenge
yetting the people moving."
"I always wanted to be a
cheerleader." Chrystal Wright
said, a freshman from Tacoma.
"I tried out because Ithought it
would be fun and I feel I've got
the spirit."
Wright wants to work to get
thecrowd involved this yearand
she wants the spirit at S.U. to be
more like high school.
JOHN LAUGHLIN, sopho-
more from Seattle Prep High
School admitted his
qualifications as a yell king by
saying: "I've been rowdy all my
life." Laughlin tried out for the
experience of meeting new
friends. "I want to motivate the
students to help the basketball
team to go all the way to the
NCAA championships."
"It's hereditary," Louie
Mangione said, about being a
Yell King. "It's being a pure,
cured ham."
Mangione would like to get
thepeoplein the stands to realize
that they are not just single
spectators but rather a vitalpart
of S.U. "I want to get them
motivated," he added.
PAULO MIKELIONIS, jun-
ior inSpanish andsociology has
some unique ideas about dance
routines and being a Yell King
that will surprise a lot of people.
"I want to definitely get the
people involved," stated Paul
Pasquier in a short interview.
Pasquier is a sophomore major-
ing in business administration
from Sumner, Washington.
Bill Rambo, junior pre-med
student from Bellingham,
emphasized that being a Yell
Kingshould be a lotof fun buta
lotof work."There will be lotsof
good times and we want to use
the gymnastic stunts to really
support the school." Rambo
attended Sehome High School
before transferring from
Western Washington State
College.
"I was pushed into the
auditorium by a large person to
become a Yell King,"Joe Swen-
son, a five-foot-four-inch
sophomore from Seattle Prep
said. "Iwanted to becomeaYell
Kingever since Iwasable toyell.
It's the pinnacle of my life."
Swenson is majoring in
biology and has ambitions of
organizing a "Ka/oo" band here
at S.U. and wouldlike to be the
leader of that band.
Golfers sweep to easy win
inown tourney at Sahalee
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Basketball season preview
JeromeMaultsby
Sports
Cheer squad getting
ready for big year
JEROME MAULTSBY'M", juniorguard
from Norwalk, Conn. "There is a lot of
potential because we got a lot of young
players." Maultsby said, "We can definitely
win the conference as we play together and
play as a team."
"J" will be out there as a team player,
playing hard defense,and he hopes the team
can win and go places. "J" also spent the
summer back in Norwalk where he played a
lot of basketball and saw a lot of good
competition.
"Personally,Ifeel wecan winsome games. . . better than last year."
ED "BUCK" O'BRIEN, senior guard
from Bellevue,WA. "It's a real talented team... the most since I've been here." O'Brien
said, "It's more anall-around teamand weare
strong at all the positions."
O'Brien considers his passing the strong
part of his game but he wants to work on
everything. Buck spent the summer working
on basketball and going to summer school.
"I am not looking to the prosnow,justat
this season and a successful team," O'Brien
said. "I am really looking forward to the
season but it is going to be a slow five weeks
waiting for that first game."
CLINT RICHARDSON, sophomore
guard from Seattle, WA. "We must ac-
complish teamwork. If we can learn to play
together, we'll do a lot better," Richardson
said. "I want to become a complete player.
I've improved my guard skills a lot andImust
be more helpful in other areas."
When asked about the pressure of being
one of the topplayers in the WCAC,Richard-
son concluded,"1can't feel it now,butIknow
it's there."
Richardson spent hislast summer playing
with such greats as Lenny Wilkins and Bill
Russell.
KEVIN SUTHER, junior center from
Issaquah, WA. "If the team works real hard,
we'll be prettygood,"Suther said. "Personal-
ly, I have to work on defense and my all-
around game."
Thissummer, Suther took a trip back east
and worked at aseriesof basketballcamps for
kids at the University of Maryland and
Providence.
"I am looking forward to the season,"
Suther added.
KEN SANTI,head trainer for the team.
"We are physically strong because there
haven't been any pre-season injuries," Santi
said. "We are 100% strong."
Clint Richardson
What's
happening?
.. . S.U.s CHEMISTRY CLUB ishavinga lab coat sale for
all thosesloppy scientists. The cost is$6.50 and you mayplace
your order with Robert Smith in Barman 610.
... TUTORING FOR ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi isavailable from noon to 4p.m.
Mondays inPigott 404and fromBto11a.m. onWednesdaysin
Pigott 351.
. . . Applications are still available for any men interested in
making the FALL SEARCH to be held Nov. 19-21.
Applications are available in the Campus Ministry Office.
. . . S.U.ALUMNUSEDDIERYE,executivedirector of the
Central Area Motivation Program will speak at an informal
gatheringat noon Wednesday in the Chieftain lounge.
. . . Students are reminded that a KENNELL-ELLIS
PHOTOGRAPHER will be taking yearbook portraits for
those unable to schedule studio appointments by Nov. I
tomorrow and from 11 a.m. to6p.m. Tuesday in Bellarmine
lobby.There is a $2.10 sitting fee for photos taken oncampus.
. . . All students goingon the GERMANWEEKENDshould
meet in front of the bookstore at 8 a.m. Saturday. Your $15
must be turned in toDr. James Stark in Marian 302 by today.
. . . THE CHEMISTRY CLUB FILM program willpresent
"Germ and Chemical Warfare" at 1 p.m. tomorrow in Barman
501. Elections for officers will follow.
. . . MODEL UNITED NATIONS (MUN) will be having a
meeting at 12:15 p.m. Wednesday in the Upper Chieftain.
. . . S.U.s INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIM TEAM will have
their first turnoutof the season from 1 to 2p.m. Tuesdayat the
West pool at ConnollyCenter.
. . . ANYONEINTERESTED IN FINDING OUT MORE
ABOUT TITLE IX, the Equal Rights Amendment, should
come toa speech byDr.MargeKreigerat2p.m.Wednesday in
the A. A. Lemieux Library Auditorium,sponsored by AWS.
. . . INITIATION OF NEW MEMBERS OF BETA
ALPHA PSI will take place at the Accounting Dinner tobe
held at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Sorrento Hotel "Top O' the
Town." Topic of this week's dinner will be "Opportunities in
Taxation."
. . . The Office of Continuing Education is sponsoring AN
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING CLASS to be taught by
Donna Vaudrin,Deanof Women. Thecourse willbe held from
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings Oct. 26-Nov. 30. For further
information, contact the Office of Continuing Education at
626-6626.
... A NEW TUTORING SERVICE is being sponsored by
the LearningSkills Center. Tutorsareneededinall subjectsfor
on-campus tutoring at $3 per hour. Tutor applicants and
students in need of tutoring should apply at Pigott 500 from8
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.. . . A DISCO DANCEANDPARTY to thesoundsofdisco
music will be held from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Saturday in
Tabard Inn. Sponsored by the Rainbow Coalition,cost is $1
for singles and $1.50 for couples. Refreshments will be served.
. . . THECENTERFOR FORENSICSISLOOKINGFOR
STUDENTS TO JUDGE A DEBATE AND SPEECH
TOURNAMENT on campus for Washington high school
students, tobe held tomorrowafternoon andall daySaturday.
They are also looking for students to work in the Head-
quarters. Some experience in speech and debate is needed. If
interested call 6879 or 6868 on or before Friday.
. . . THE ASSU-SPONSORED TRIP TO VANCOUVER
THIS WEEK-END HAS BEEN CANCELLED DUE TO
LACK OF INTEREST.
. . . LEARNING SKILLS CENTER/SPECIAL SER-
VICES IS REQUESTINGVOLUNTEERS for the following
positions for disabled students: readers, note-takers, typists,
and general assistants. Contact Margaret Sifferman in Pigott
500 at 626-5310 if interested.
. . . THERE WILLBEAHIYUHIKETHISSUNDAY.See
the dorm bulletin boards for further details or contact
Stephenie Hill at 626-5968.
. . . Discount tickets to hear RALPH NADER SPEAK at
noon Tuesday inthe7th Avenue Theaterareavailable from the
ASSU for $5. Original price of these tickets was $6.50.
. . . AN INQUIRY CLASS INVESTIGATING THE
CATHOLIC FAITH will be held at 7:30 Tuesday evening at
the Campus Ministry Office, the McGoldrick Center. If
interested,contact Fr. Chuck Schmitz in the Campus Ministry
Office.
. . . "POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IN
WASHINGTON AND THE STATE LEGISLATURE
"
will
be discussed in an address by state senatorGordon Sandison,
head of the Joint Committee on Higher Education, at 7 p.m.
tonight in Pigott Auditorium. The public is invited.
... A VACANT A.S.S.U.senateposition as freshman class
President isavailable for this quarter.The applicant must be a
sophomore. Deadline for applications is 4:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Apply at ASSU office.
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More than 50 S.U. associates were
initiated as Eucharistic Ministers,
Liturgical Musicians, Lectors,
Sacristans and Planners at mid-
night MasaA^^tfte^Mg
